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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction
I, ……………….., a resident of ………………….Nepal have completed my Higher Secondary level in Science 
stream with the major subject of Biology am in seek of pursuing a foreign degree and 
applying for Australia, one of the best and adequate destinations for students. I am a fun 
loving, active, caring, sensitive and intelligent Girl with sound health. Moreover, I enjoy by 
visiting new places, watching movies and listening varities of music. I am entering the most 
crucial phase in my life a phase during which I need to make significant academic decisions 
that will have a bearing on my future life and career. After thorough introspection of my 
strengths and interests I have concluded that a program that integrates Childhood education 
and care is the most appropriate choice for me. To fulfill my goals, I am keenly looking forward 
to continue my higher level studies in 4life College, Sydney, Australia in Diploma of Childhood 
Education and Care to gain and improve the knowledge and skills in those area which will give 
a right direction to reach in depth of my success.

My Academic Background
I have completed my SLC known as Secondary Education Examination (SEE) these days from 
one of the most reputed schools of from Modern English Boarding School, Parsa, Chitwan with 
1st division with 67.75% in the year 2014 A.D. Thereafter, I joined New Capital Secondary School, 
Ratnanagar, Tandi, Chitwan Science stream with Biology as major subject and eventually 
completed the two academic year program in 2016 A.D. with 2nd division by scoring 59.30%. I 
am eager to confront the challenges by pursuing higher studies from the reputed institute. 
Between many the one and only socio and eco-friendly environment for education alongside 
as theoretical along with the research based has guided my state of mind for pursuing my 

higher degree in Australia. After the exam of my secondary level and before publishing the 
result, I took IELTS clasess without preparing it and for the first time I got the score of 5.5. As I 
am from small town there is not good IELTS instructor and institutes to guide me well, so I did 
practice by having some tips through the Internet and achieved that band.

About My Family Background
I belong to a nuclear family consisting only 5 members; I have my grandfather, father, mother, 
brother and me. My grandfather he is in the head of my family he take cares us and decide 
what is right and wrong, moreover he inspires us to develop our career. My parents are farmer 
they engaged to grow certain crops and vegetable for our everyday need. My brother is 
working in Modern English Boarding School as a Teacher. Our Main sources of income are from 
the amount collected by father’s Land lease, grandfather house rent and brother’s working.

Why Australia
One of the best destinations for the study is Australia for international students with a 
prosperous multicultural society and positions exceedingly in numerous universal correlations 
of national execution, for example, human advancement, personal satisfaction, medicinal 
services, future, government funded training, financial opportunity and the insurance of 
common freedoms and political rights. Australian urban areas routinely rank among the 
world's most noteworthy as far as social offerings and personal satisfaction. Australia is the 
main worldwide instruction powerhouse with a portion of the world's best offices and 
teachers, furnishing nearby and universal understudies with a scope of value contemplate 
alternatives. Along with the reference of my research, I came to find that Australia is one of the 
most developed nations in technology.
 
Some univeristies in Nepal such as Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University and Pokhara 
University give the program that I want to take but the way of giving ideas bookis and 
theoritical than practical. That was the main reason. Moreover, the climatic feature is also the 

prominent factor that is as that where I am living now. Being in a predicament for quite a long 
time, I thought of Australia since I trust the projects in Australian establishments are very 
much organized that I should be empowered to execute my yearnings. Also, Australian 
degrees are internationally perceived and will bean resource for my profession. The training 
technique in Australia is pragmatic not at all like the unrealistic system in Nepal.Australia 
positions among the best instructive center points. The degree Australia offers is perceived 
everywhere throughout the world. English speaking Australia won't be a troublesome place for 
me. As indicated by UN HDI estimation, Australia with a staggering 0.939 HDI score is among 
the most created nations to remain.

Global degree is the necessity of today’s world and among them universities here are well 
ranked and the most systematic one that caught my attraction completely. The system of 
compulsion on education in Australia is a revolutionary part on majority sector of Australia. 
The cultural diversity of people in Australia having rights to express their culture and belief and 
participate freely is another factor of consideration. Being a sports loving person it would be 
great for me to be as a part of them who love their sport both playing and watching. 
Furthermore, Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act, which protects the rights of 
the international students, is practiced only in Australia.

Why Sydney
Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales and the largest city of Australia, is one of the most 
popular destinations for those Nepalese students who want to pursue their Academic career 
in Australia as New South Wales Government and educational institutions are attempting to 
position Sydney as Australia's education hub. Sydney has been ranked as one of the world's 
most livable cities in ratings. Lifestyle in Sydney is vibrant as it is an international cultural 
centre, with cultural endeavors spanning major events and festivals, drama, musicals, 
comedy, music, art, architecture, literature, film and television. As a dynamic cultural hub, 
Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries and art spaces. As a 

dynamic cultural hub, Sydney has many fine and internationally known museums, galleries 
and art spaces. Sydney hosts many different festivals and some of Australia's largest social 
and cultural events including the Sydney Festival, Australia's largest arts festival which is a 
celebration involving both indoor and free outdoor performances throughout January; the 
Biennale of Sydney dedicated to international and Australian contemporary art; the Big Day 
Out, a travelling rock-music festival which originated in Sydney and many more. Sydney has a 
temperate climate with warm summers and mild winters, with rainfall spread throughout the 
year. The weather is moderated by proximity to the ocean, and more extreme temperatures 
are recorded in the inland western suburbs. The climatic condition of this city is almost similar 
to that of my hometown. Here in Nepal too, the temperature rises quite high in summer and it 
becomes cold in winter. Due to which there will not be much difficult for me for adaptability.

As the financial and economic hub of Australia, Sydney has grown to become a wealthy and 
prosperous city and its residents enjoy the world's second highest earnings when measured 
using domestic purchasing power, among world cities. The largest economic sectors in 
Sydney, as measured by the number of people employed, include property and business 
services, retail, manufacturing, and health and community services. Since the 1980s, jobs have 
moved from manufacturing to the services and information sectors. Sydney provides 
approximately 25 percent of the country's total GDP. The Australian Securities Exchange and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia are located in Sydney, as are the headquarters of 90 banks and 
more than half of Australia's top companies, and the regional headquarters for around 500 
multinational corporations. The New South Wales economy, very closely tied to Sydney's, still 
enjoys a trade surplus and has higher per capita growth than Australia as a whole. Having 
such business and financial institutions in a city, Sydney will provide me an ample opportunity 
to gain thorough practical knowledge about business skills.

Data from the government demonstrates that Sydney is home to an expected 50,000 
worldwide understudies learning at city's schools and colleges with another 50,000 

concentrate Vocational and English Courses. Enrolment information additionally uncovers an 
expansion in the quantity of understudies from various countries and the latest one 
distributed by The Department of Immigration and Citizenship demonstrates that there is 
ascend in the extent of advanced education understudy visas to seaward candidates. 
Sydney, being the world's best goal for worldwide understudies, the Sydney committee has a 
few projects to help them including a devoted universal understudy asset control and a 
global understudy administration and envoy program intended to give work understanding, 
aptitude improvement, coaching and authority preparing and as of late these projects have 
members from different countries.

Why 4life College
4life College is a piece of a gathering that has been giving honor-winning training to more 
than 30 years. Its emphasis is on offering fun practice arranged classes that ensure their 
students are work prepared when they graduate. I didn’t really do much research but I heard 
that it was a great institution with great fabulous teachers and tutors. I know that an 
international student schools are much more expensive but 4life College is not, it is the same 
price for everybody international or non-international students. The other thing that caught 
my attention is that they let you do flexible payments and again since I’m an international 
student that was exactly what I needed since I couldn’t get a student loan because I’m an 
international student, and no other school let’s international students do flexible payments. 
Those were the reasons why I joined 4life College and I am so happy I did.

Why Childhood Education and Care
Since I was little, I have loved children and I was one of those people that had all the 
neighborhood children doing something. I have always looked after children and everywhere I 
went I managed to find a child and look after them. I loved it! But I always thought that I could 
never be a teacher but somehow I was always involved in teaching children in indirect ways 
or even directly when I ended being college from there on I was involved with children by been 

a nanny and even becoming a substitute teacher. When I became a substitute teacher I 
found out about 4life College because I wanted to complete my desired course in these 
stream and the college is sounded interesting. 

I enjoy working with children because I love the way they look at the world. I love to see them 
grow and I love to see all the things they learn and how surprised they are at things. It is that 
innocence that makes them so unique, I like to see how genuine they are and at the same 
time I love to learn from them. Even though they might be little, they are great teachers just 
because of the way they see life. That is why person like me, have to be careful what I am 
giving them because they are like sponges absorbing everything that is happening around 
them, either good or bad. That’s when our role come in play, to show them that not everything 
that they choose to do is good or safe for them and teach them how to make a right choice. 
But I also need to be careful because I am the role models and if I do not have good habits, 
even though I try very hard to teach them good habits, they’re going to follow more the 
behaviour than the words. And that is the reason why I chose to study Childhood Education 
and Care (CEC), because it’s a huge responsibility to take care of a child, I can help them grow 
or I can mess their life, maybe not in a short period of time but it will reflect in their personality 
when they grow up.

Course Understanding
The Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care is made up of 28 units of competencies, 
which are made up of 23 core and 5 elective units, the following table lists the units included in 
4Life’s course:

Why Diploma?
Diploma is a higher education program that provides advanced knowledge and practical 
skills learning in a specific career field. Diploma programs usually last for one- to two years. 
There are a number of distinct benefits to obtaining a diploma. Employers seek out 

diploma-holders for their demonstrated knowledge and understanding of their field. Students 
can decide during the course of the diploma program if they would prefer to start working 
right away upon graduation, or if they would like to try and transfer the credits they earn in a 
diploma program to a longer-term degree.

A Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care will prepare me to work in a range of early 
childhood settings, working with children 0 - 5 years and parents to support their well-being, 
learning and development. I will be qualified to supervise staff and volunteers and equipped 
with necessary skills to plan, implement and manage programs in accordance with relevant 
legislation, standards and duty of care requirements.

Financial Part
My folks and relatives have upheld me in my choice to seek after higher investigations in 
Australia so it is obviously that they are prepared to manage the whole cost of instruction and 
different costs amid my stay in Australia.

To cover all my expenses, my grand father has more than 11 Million Nepali rupees in his Bank 
A/C No 044104023869402 of Janata Bank Limited which is equivalent more than 144 thousand 
AUD. Also, the annual income of my all-family members is NPR 2,304,000, which is equivalent to 
28,796.40 AUD. That money is accumulated from the amount of land lease, house rent and the 
working of my brother.

Plan After Completing the Course (Career Options) 
The first years of our lives are a formative period that can lay the foundation for our growth 
into adulthood, emotionally, physically, and intellectually. A degree in Early Childhood 
Education prepares you with the skills necessary to help cultivate healthy growth in children, 
shaping their lives and the communities that they live in for the better. For practitioners of 
these incredibly important tasks, it should come as no surprise that there are dozens of highly 

sought after and rewarding career opportunities. Much like with the potential of these young 
minds, the sky is truly the limit with a degree in Early Childhood Education, with diverse career 
opportunities ranging from education to social work.

1. Preschool Teacher
Early childhood brings on several major developmental changes in children. In these early 
stages, the challenges that children face are quite distinct from the challenges faced by 
children in kindergarten and beyond. Preschool teachers need to understand how children 
develop in order to plan activities in a creative environment to help cultivate a secure, safe, 
and nurturing environment.

An entry-level position usually entails starting as an assistant teacher, or teacher’s aide, while 
working under the close supervision of an experienced mentor. Preschool teachers can find 
positions in a number of organizations, including childcare centers, public and private schools, 
and industry care centers. Because there’s a great deal of diversity between these types of 
positions, what’s expected of a preschool teacher varies widely.

Of course, that also means there’s an equal degree of variance for advancement 
opportunities and compensation. The median salary for preschool teachers is 60,000 Local 
Currency, with the highest earners making closer to 120,000 NRS. Educational requirements 
vary state to state, ranging from a high school diploma and a certification to a four-year 
degree. Most notably, employment outlook for preschool teachers projected to increase by as 
much as 17% over the next decade, which is much faster growth than most other occupations, 
making this one of the most accessible career options for someone with an education in Early 
Childhood Development.

2. Childcare Center Director
Those who direct childcare centers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a 

daycare, preschool, or other childcare center. These experienced educators personally train 
and supervise the staff responsible for the care of children, set objectives and standards for 
their organization, and work to maintain strong relationships with parents. They also deal with 
many of the day-to-day administrative tasks of running a care center, like record keeping, 
career counseling, and evaluation of staff.

More importantly, childcare center directors take an active role in working with teachers to 
improve curriculum standards, prepare budgets, develop programs to help children succeed, 
and monitor the progress teachers and students alike. In essence, childcare center directors 
are responsible for every aspect of the center’s program, from daily education to the 
long-term objectives of the organization.

Childcare administrators have a median salary of 80,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners 
making as much as 150,000 NRS a year. Educational requirements vary from state to state, with 
most requiring a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, while others need a local 
certification in Child Development. Childcare center directors are outnumbered by their 
teaching counterparts, but occupy tens of thousands of positions across the nation.

3. Home-Based Service Provider
For many children, the home is a more natural environment for care and learning. Many 
parents are also more comfortable with their young children taking on the challenge of early 
education inside the home environment. Working either one-on-one or with several children 
at a time, home-based service providers combine the comfort of their own home, or a 
parent’s home, with the value of an early education.

Occasionally referred to as nannies, home-base service providers are responsible for 
providing a safe and educational environment for children, to plan activities appropriate for 
their developmental level, ensure appropriate nutrition, and to communicate with parents 

about the progress and growth of their children. This job is ideal for self-starting entrepreneurs 
who are capable of managing a small business, including taking on the responsibility of 
marketing their services to parents. Compared to other educational positions, home-based 
service providers generally face very few regulations, depending on the number of hours they 
care for children, and the number of children they care for.

Earning potential for this job is usually limited due to the personal nature of the position. 
Home-based service providers generally use this job as an opportunity to supplement their 
income, or to create a personal social experience for their own children. An associate’s degree 
in early childhood development and a child development associate credential are 
recommended, but not mandatory. The average salary for a home-based service provider 
ranges from 50,000 NRS to 60,000 NRS, depending largely on the number of children cared for.

4. Family Support Specialist
Some families need assistance with childcare placement; others need support services to pay 
for their children’s care. Families enduring problems with their health, an emotional crisis, a 
divorce, or other issues where the care of their children is jeopardy often require assistance 
from a support specialist. Family support specialists provide information for families by 
referring them to community services. This also means assessing eligibility of those services 
and helping families finding the right housing, transportation, and employment necessary to 
support their children.

Success as a family specialist requires a solid understanding of child development, childcare 
regulations, and knowledge of local resources that are available for parents. This includes 
both private and public resources. These services may be provided in home or through an 
agency. A family service coordinator may also work at a head start program. Family support 
specialists may visit with families to help assess what services are needed. This also means it’s 
important to understand not only the individual needs of various families, but how to respect 

the cultural differences of diverse groups of people. Effective communication skills are 
necessary to help ensure that all necessary services will be provided.

A four-year degree in Early Childhood Education or social work is recommended for family 
support specialists. The average salary for a family support specialist is 85,000 NRS, but that 
number can vary greatly depending on the company, location, and experience of the 
individual.

5. Consultant
An Early Childhood Education degree prepares you with several unique skillsets. For example, 
you learn the ability to promote the development of children, to cultivate age-appropriate 
environments for learning, and to collaborate with parents and families to fulfill the 
multifaceted and diverse needs of children. You also cultivate teamwork and leadership skills, 
communication skills, and a strong understanding of child development. These skills make you 
an exceptionally suitable for a position as an educational consultant.

Consultants provide organizations, both public and private, to help develop programs, 
regulations, and policies that are suitable to promote the child care. Consultants often travel 
to a host organization to determine their needs, provide the resources necessary to solve their 
unique problems, and guide them towards making responsible and well-informed decisions 
about childcare.

Consultants also work with those who want to provide childcare on-site. Depending on the 
type of consultant work, you may need additional knowledge about markets, employee 
benefits, and human resources. A bachelor’s degree or graduate degree in Early Childhood 
Education is necessary for consultant work, with an annual salary ranging from 75,000 NRS to 
90,000 NRS, depending on experience.

6. Researcher
We’ve discovered a great deal about childhood development over the past few decades, but 
there’s still much that isn’t clearly understood. Researchers in childhood development carry 
out studies, evaluate services, and appraise educational practices related to the 
development of young children. Researchers collect data, conduct detailed analysis, and 
prepare grants to seek funding for more research opportunities.

Depending on your experience, you may also work directly with clients, design research 
methodologies, publish in scientific literature, and present your findings to the world. 
Researchers can work at universities, for government agencies, or for independent for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. The recommended level of education for a research position is a 
Ph.D. in Early Childhood Education. While the salary range for these positions varies widely 
depending on your employer, the mean salary for research in early childhood development 
and education is NRS 80,000, with higher earners making closer to 130,000 NRS Monthly.

7. Sales Representative
Understanding the unique capabilities of developing children makes people uniquely qualified 
for helping parent’s select appropriate educational material for their children. Sales 
representatives create, market, and sell merchandise used by the educators and caregivers 
of young children. This includes children’s literature, toys, nutritional products, art supplies, and 
virtually any other product aimed at developing children. Promoting products at 
developmental conferences, online, and in sores, sales representatives can work for both 
for-profit private enterprises and non-profit organizations.

A Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education is recommended for these positions. 
Knowledge in sales, marketing, and business are also useful for helping to connect 
developmental information with practical marketing skills. The monthly salary for sales 
representative ranges from 65,000 NRS to 80,000 NRS depending on experience.

8. Elementary School Teacher
Similar to preschool teachers, an elementary school teacher is responsible for cultivating a 
creative environment for children to learn and grow. Elementary school teachers are 
responsible for children in the K-5 age range, which means they’re responsible for a more 
advanced curriculum that includes science, mathematics, and literature. They also grade 
papers, manage student behavior, and help to develop projects designed to enhance student 
curriculum. 

Becoming an elementary school teacher requires Bachelor’s degree, and teaching at a public 
school also requires a state-issued certification. The median wage for elementary school 
teachers is 65,000 NRS, with the top 10% of earners making 80,000 NRS or more. 

Visa Condition for International Students
As being a international Student, I might be granted the visa subclass 500, which offers me to 
remain in Australia to consider full– time. I have seen all visa conditions and commitment 
under this visa and any errors with respect to these conditions will be a rupture of my visa 
conditions and will bring about the cancelation of my understudy visa. Abroad Students 
Health Cover (OSHC) approach must cover the full time of visa. Working hours are constrained 
to 40 hours for every fortnight (2 weeks) amid term time and boundless hours amid term 
break or occasions. I should keep up installment of educational cost expenses inside a 
predefined timeframe. Additionally, I shouldn't join work until the point when I have joined my 
course. I should keep up 80% of participation amid my course ponders and should accomplish 
tasteful scholarly execution. Coming up short advance means breaking my understudy visa 
conditions. Amid the time of my enrolments, I should stay up with the latest. I should advise 
school or Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) of my private address in 
Australia inside 7 days of landing in Australia and furthermore if any progressions emerge in 
my convenience plans inside seven days of time.

Conclusion

I am certain that my fitness and drive will see me through the test and I am persuaded that 
my examination in the instructive center point would be a compensating background. What's 
more, I guarantee to be timely, restrained and a reputable understudy and take after every 
one of the tenets and direction set upon by the Australian Government and also 4life College 
anticipate emphatically reckoning me as an energetic universal understudy in Australia to 
construct my staggering worldwide capability to be a point of reference for my nation's 
advancement from Australia.

Thank you for your time and consideration.


